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THIS paper studies the relationship between equivariant bordism and equivariant K-theory, 
generalizing a celebrated result of Conner and Floyd to the equivariant setting. 
Let G be a finite group. Write Q:(X) for the bordism group of pairs (ML, f) of a closed 
k-dimensional oriented G-manifold and a G-map f: M’ 4 X, and let Q?(X) be the 
corresponding Z/Z-graded functor where we only distinguish the dimensions modulo 2. 
If G has odd order equivariant vector bundles are Kc( -; Z[i])-oriented, and there is a 
transformation 
6: P(X) + KF(X; Z[=j]) 
which reduces to the G-signature when X is a single point. We show that 6 @ Z [j] induces an 
isomorphism between Q!(X)@ncRG@ Z[i] and K.G(X; Z[i]), where RG denotes the 
complex representation ring. This is combined with the universal coefficient theorem for 
Kc-theory to give: 
THEOREM. For G of odd order there is a functorial exact sequence 
0 + Ext,,(KF(X), RG) @ Z[i] -+ Kb(X; Z[t]) -+ Hom,c(RI;(X), RG) @ .?I[&] -+ 0. 
This theorem has a number of applications to equivariant surgery theory and equivariant 
transversality, see e.g. [ 131. 
The Conner-Floyd isomorphism between equivariant cobordism and equivariant K- 
theory has previously been considered in [lo] and [17] for the stable unitary cobordism 
groups U F (X), where the Thorn isomorphism is built into the definition. However, for the 
geometric applications of the above theorem to the study of group actions on manifolds, it is 
essential that we use the geometric bordism groups. 
Finally, it is a pleasure to thank S. Costenoble for pointing out an error in an earlier 
version of this paper. 
$1. THE G-SIGNATURE FOR ODD ORDER GROUPS 
The relationship between equivariant bordism and K-theory is based upon the K- 
orientability of vector bundles. With a view towards our applications, it is convenient to use 
the Thorn class associated with the L-genus rather than with the Todd-genus. We recall how 
to define this class below, and show it induces a map from G-bordism to Kc-theory (tensored 
with Z[+]). 
Let G be a finite group of odd order. Our first step is to show that the total exterior power 
i., = xi.’ maps the representation ring into the units of RG@Z[$]. 
For each subgroup H c G there are induction homomorphisms Ind e and Ind @ from RH 
to RG; Ind @ is the usual induction map and Ind @ its multiplicative analogue, induced from 
the C, j H action on Vor where r = 1 G : H 1, and V is a CG-module. 
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Modulo the image of Ind 3, 
Ind @( V, + Vt) = Ind”( Vi) + Ind@( V2). 
In fact, a precise formula is easily worked out, [14, $11. 
LEMW. 1.1. The total exterior power commutes with transfers, 2, : Ind@ = Ind33 E., on 
RH. 
Proof. It suffices to do the case H = Z/n, G = Zjnp. Let x: G -+ Q)’ be a faithful 
homomorphism. Then 
p-1 
E.,Ind@(x) = n (1 +I”~+~) 
i=O 
Ind @j.i (x) = (1 + xp) (modulo Ind @RH). 
The restrictions of i., IndO and Ind@i.,(X) to H agree, since j., is exponential, so it 
suffices to evaluate their character on a generator g E G. The formula to check takes the form: 
P-i 
(*) iFi (1 +i”“‘) = l+[“, 
where < = z(g) is a primitive (pn)th root of 1. But (*) expresses the well-known relation 
N(1+[) = 1 +;p with N: Q(i) -+ S(cp) the norm. 0 
COROLLARY 1.2. Zle operation i., maps RG into the units of RG @ Z[f]. 
Proof. Take H = 1, so Ind@(l) = [CC] and whence j.,([CG]) = Ind%(Z). For each odd 
prime p, IndS extends to a multiplicative map 
RH @ f, + RG @ zp. 
It maps 2 to a unit. 0 
Let II: 5 -+ X be an oriented Zk-dimensional real G-vector bundle over the (compact) 
G-CWcomplex X. Its Thorn space is denoted Mj. Let u(<)E KG( ME) be the class associated 
to the symbol class of the DC-operator, cf. [4, $61. It is associated to a bundle map 
q: Tc*(j.+ (<)) -+ z*(i._ (Q), 
where j.+(c) are the eigenbundles of the usual involution on j.*(c) @ 13 associated 
with a Riemannian structure on i. In particular, if s: X --+ < denotes the zero section, 
s*(u(t)) = i., (<) -i._ (<). If < is the realification of a complex bundle q, 
(1.3) j.+(q)-_._(q) = ;i($L,(q). 
For < as above, define 
(1.4) A: = u(<)j.i(5@C)-‘~K~(M<)@ Z[f]. 
This is a Thorn class; it sufficies to check the restriction to a fibre, whence to check for a 
complex bundle q. But E., (q)A, = L, by (1.3), where i, is the standard Thorn class associated 
with the exterior complex, and i-i(q) is invertible by (1.2). 
There is no significant difference between complex G-vector bundles and real ones, when 
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one works over Z[$]. Precisely, 
KO$‘(X; 2[$) = (l+ (- l)“$_‘)KJX; 2CQ) 
KOtk-‘(X; 2[=Q) = (l+(- l)k$_‘)KF’(X; 2[9), 
where $-’ denotes conjucation and KF(X; 2[+3) = KG(X) 0 2Cfl. 
It follows from (1.4) if dim < = 2k that 
A:EKO;~(X; 2[-3). 
Moreover, A has the usual multiplicative property: 
*ce; = AC. A;. 
Given a G-map between (oriented) manifolds f: M + N, 
A: KOF(M; Z[+-J) + KOE(N; 2Cil) 
denotes the Gysin-homomorphism associated with the A-Thorn class. 
If M c V is an embedding of N in a CC-module, we have the embedding _f~ = (L i) : 
~4 + N x V with normal bundle, say v. Then f; is the composition (subscript + indicates one 
point compactification) 
Kod(M) > KOd(v_) 2 KOE(N x V)+)+ KOG(N). 
- 
It has degree dim N -dim M. With this notation the G-signature theorem from [4, $63 takes 
the form. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let M be an oriented 2k-dimensional G-manifold, and rp: M --t pt. Then 
sign,(M) = p,(l). 
Proof. In the usual formulation of the signature theorem [2] (valid for all compact 
groups), 
sign,(M) = u(TM)~,,,~i;‘,,. 
If we work with Kc-theory with compact support and suppress the collapse map of the 
embedding TV c TV, the diagram 
M 2 V s (01 
1 TM LTV II 
TM z” TV “y- {O) 
shows that 
A r,,,. Ar. = bv. Au AvArv = A vgc 
The result now follows from (1.4) and the relation j.VgC = E.,( V@ C).A,,,. 0 
We now briefly recall the homotopy theoretic definition of K-homology and bordism in 
the equivariant context. An extensive discussion of equivariant spectra and the associated 
homology theories can be found in [ll]. 
For each CC-module V, let Gfk( V) denote the Grassmann manifold of oriented k-planes 
through the origin in V @ R“‘, with the understanding that G acts trivially on RT. The 
canonical bundle over Gfk ( V) is denoted i;, ( V). Since G has odd order, the orientation of a 
plane fixed by an element g is preserved by g, and i’,(V) becomes an oriented bundle over 
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Gr;, ( V). Write 
SSO(V)= u Gfk(V) 
k>O 
and use the obvious inclusions GFk( V) + Gfk+,,,.,( V + CJ) to define a map from BSO( v) to 
BSO( V+ U), I UI = dim, U. Set 
SO(G) = 1% BSO( V). 
If we drop the orientation and work with ordinary Grassmann manifolds we get similarly 
BO( P’) and BO(G). The covering SSO(G) --f BO(G) is a G-homotopy equivalence away from 
L.. 
For a compact G-space, 
KO,W z CX+, BO(G)lG. 
If f : X, + BO(G) has image contained in Grk (v), the corresponding element of KO,(X) is 
f * (&( V)) - V. The Thorn isomorphism 
A: KO,(X; z[+]) + KO,((X x v)+, a; z[+]) 
(dim V = 0 (mod 4)) induces a G-homotopy equivalence 
By : BO (G) (4, -+ Q ‘BO ((3 (+, 
which turns the localized BO(G) into an equivariant n-spectrum. In this notation the 
K-homology groups are given by 
(1.6) v+k, X, A BO(G)lG@ Z[+]. 
Here and below, S”” = (V@R”)+, where the subscript + indicates one point compactifi- 
cation (addition of a disjoint base point if the space is already compact). 
Let Q:(X) denote the bordism group of pairs (M, f) with M an oriented k-dimensional 
G-manifold and f: M + X a G-map, modulo the evident bordism relation. It is an old result 
of A. Wasserman that Q:(X) has a homotopy theoretic description, [22]. It goes as follows: 
The Thorn spaces Mck( V) form a G-spectrum (with unit) via the obvious G-maps 
S” A Mi-,( v) + MckclLr,(U + Y), 
(1.7) 
Then one has 
Sly’--, Mc,,,( V). 
(1.8) Q,G(X) = lim [S 
-7 
v+k, X+ A M~,v,(VIG 
i&l’(X) = @ [Sv+k~ X+, M%,,,(V)lG 
Y 
The first equation is Wasserman’s theorem. It is easy, of course, to give a map from the 
geometric bordism group to the homotopy group in (1.8). The tricky part is the inverse map 
which requires stable equivariant transversality, valid because it is the same representation V 
which appears on both sides in (1.8). 
For a fixed dimension k, the limits in (1.8) stabilizes. In fact, a standard calculation with 
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fixed sets together with the equivariant Freudenthal theorem shows that suspension with W, 
[Sk+y X, A M,:,v,(v)]“- [Sk+v+w, x, A M:i,+,,( Vf W)]G, 
is an isomorphism when k < 1 VG(. 
Below it will be convenient to replace the (pre) spectrum in (1.7) by the corresponding 
equivariant R-spectrum. The notation must keep track of the pair (V, k) of the CG-module V 
and the integer k; we define: 
(1.9) MSO(G; v-k) =l&@%~,,,v,_k(~‘+ v), 
and note the structure maps 
S’+‘A MSO(G; I’- k) --) MSO(G; W+ V-k) 
(1.10) So + MSO(G; 0). 
With these definitions, 
Q;(X) = lin+ [S’, X, A MSO(G; V-k)-jG 
f&(X) = [X,, MSO(G; k)lG. 
One can now use the K-theory Thorn class to get a natural transformation from bordism to 
K-theory. If c = i’,( V+ U), k = 1 V+ Uj we have A; in KOF(M[, 00; Z[i]) and define 
6(V) : MSO(G; V-k) + BO(G), 
(when 1 VI = k (mod4)), by the formula 
6( l’) = llm_ /I6 i RU(A;). 
This map commutes with the structure maps in (1.10) and defines transformations 
C+ : Q;(X) + KO;(X; Z[j]), 
(1.11) dk : n”,(X) + KO:(X; Z[+]). 
From (1.5) one has 
COROLLARY 1.12. The natural transformation Sk reduces to the G-signature when X = pt, 
6,([M]) = sign,(M). cl 
52. THE UNIVERSAL COEFFICIENT THEOREIM FOR K, 
The results of this section are essentially contained in the unpublished thesis of M. 
Bokstedt, [YJ. The group G will throughout be assumed finite, but not necessarily of odd order. 
It is well-known that one can introduce coefficients in homology functors by taking 
smash products with Moore spaces. We shall use Kz(X; Q) and Kz (X; Q/Z) and the 
corresponding cohomology versions (integer grading). 
There is a universal Bockstein exact sequence 
(2.1) + K:(X) + K:(X, Q) AKz(X,Q/E)+ K:_,(X)+. . 
DEFINITION 2.2. For X a finite G-C Wcomplex, let DKZ (X) denote the group consisting of 
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all commutative diagrams 
The definition (2.2) is the same as the one used in [23] and goes back essentially to 
D. Anderson’s unpublished thesis. We leave for the reader to prove the following: 
LEMMA 2.3. The functor DKiS (X) is a cohomology theory on the category of finite G-C W 
complexes. cl 
The tensor product of G-bundles induces a homotopy class of G-maps 
0: SU(G) A BU(G) 4 BU(G). 
There is an induced Kronecker pairing 
(2.4) (, ): K??(X) @ K,G(X; A) + K,G-,(pr) @A 
where A = Z, Q or Q/Z. If k - n is even then the target is RG @A, Let p: RG --* i2 be the 
homomorphism which sends x to (x, 1 ), the multiplicity of the trivial character in x. The 
orthogonality relations imply that p induces an isomorphism of RG modules 
(2.5) c : RG 3 Horn,,, RG, Z), 
defined by ~(P)(X) = I&P). 
The composition of the Kronecker pairing above with p defines pairings 
(, ),,: K;(X) @ Kt(X, A) + A (n = k (mod 2)) 
for A = Q, Q/Z and the adjoined homomorphisms give a natural transformation 
e, : K; (X) -+ DK; (X) 
for which we have 
LEMMA 2.6. If X is a finite G-C W complex then e,Y is an isomorphism. 
Proof Since both sides are cohomology theories it suffices to check for X = pt. Let 
XE RG = Kp(pt). Then e(;l) is determined by the pair of homomorphisms 
a:RG@A-+A, 
a(p 0;) = ,ii(xp)E. for ;.EA = Q, Z. It follows that DKt”(X) 2 Hom,(RG, Z), and under 
this identification e = b which is an isomorphism by (2.5). 0 
The equivariant K-groups K 2 (X) of infinite G-C W complexes X can be calculated from 
the K-theory of finite complexes. Indeed, if X, c X, c . . is a string of finite G-CW 
complexes with union X then there is an exact sequence 
(2.7) 0 -+@ KE--‘(X,) -+ K’?(X) + lim KnG(X,) --) 0. - 
This is the equivariant analogue of Milnor’s exact sequence; the proof from [15] applies 
verbatim. 
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PROPOSITION 2.8. There is a natural exact sequence 
O-+ Ext,(Kf_,(X), Z)-+ KZ(X)-+ Hom,(Kz(X), Z)-0. 
Proof: If X is finite, consider the diagram 
. . -+ K,G(X) + K,G(X; a) 4 KZ(X; 9/Z) -+ . . . 
ia I 2 
O-+ E+Q + Q/Z -0. 
Since Q and Q/Z are injective, the map which assigns a, to (a, a) is surjective. Its kernel 
consists of the pairs (a, c() with a = 0 and is equal to Hom,(l,_ t, Q/H) where I,_ 1 is the 
image of K: (X; Q/ b) in Kf_ 1 (X). This is the torsion subgroup, so Horn L (I,_ 1, a/Z) 
= Ext z (Kt_ I (X), Z) and (2.8) follows from (2.6) in this case. 
Suppose X = uX, is a union of finite complexes. Since lim’ vanishes identically on 
inverse systems of (pro) finite groups, 
O-*& Ext(R,C-1(X,), z) -+& KE(Xz) + & Hom(K,G(X& z)+ 0 
is exact. The right hand term is equal to Horn (K:(X), h), and the proof is completed by 
combining (2.7) with the algebraic lemma 2.9 below. 0 
LEMMA 2.9. Let {A .> be a string of finitely generated abelian groups with union A. The 
sequence 
is exact. 
0 +g Horn (A,, Z) + Ext (A, 2) + & Ext (A,, Z) + 0 
Proof. Let T, be the torsion subgroup of A, and F, = AZ/T,. Since Horn (F,, Q) 
= Hom,(F, @a, Q) and &m_ is evidently exact for strings of finite dimensional vector 
spaces, @ Horn (F,, Q) = 0. The groups Horn (F,, Q) surjects onto Horn (F,, O/Z), so 
lim’ Horn (F,, Q/E) = 0 as well. 
We think of Ext (A, Z) as cokernel of Horn (A; Q) + Horn (A, Q/Z), and use the exact 
sequences 
O-*!imHom(F,,Q/6)~limHom(A,,Q/j2) +&Hom(T,,Q/b)+O 
& Hom(F,, Q) +& Hom(F,, S/Z) -+ lin& Hom(A,, Z) -+ 0 
to complete the proof. Cl 
For our use of (2.9) it is convenient to have the Horn and Ext terms over Z replaced by the 
corresponding functors over the representation ring. This can be done by 
LEMMA 2.10. For every RG module M, 
Extac(M, RG) = Extiz (M, Z), i 2 0. 
Proof: RG 2 Horn z (RG, Z) as left RG-modules by (2.Q so the associativity relation 
Hom,,(M, Hom,(RG, Z)) 2 Hom,(M, Z) 
proves the special case i = 0. The general case follows from the special case upon taking a 
projective resolution of M. 0 
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COROLL.ARY 2.11. There is a natural exact sequence 
0 + Ext RG (K,$_ 1 (,U), RG) -+ K;(X) + Horn,, (K:(X), RG) -+ 0. 
Our main use of (2.11) will be in the category of modules localized away from 2. Then 
KZ(X) can be replaced by KOZ(X; Z[i]) and RG with RO(G) @ Z[$] in (2.11) so, dropping 
the Z[%J from the notation, we have an exact sequence 
(2.12) 0 + Ext,,,G,(KO,G_ i (X), RO(G)) -+ KOZ(X) -+ Hom,,,G,(KOi(X), RO(G)) -+ 0 
(away from 2). 
If we do not localize away from 2 the KO,-analogue of (2.11) is a spectral sequence 
concentrated on three lines, E3 = E”. Another interesting case is to generalize (2.11) to G 
compact Lie. In this case (2.11) is replaced by a spectral sequence concentrated on rk G + 2 
lines. These results are due to Bokstedt. 
$3. THE RELATION BETWEEN BORDISM AND K-THEORY 
Throughout this section G will denote a finite group of odd order, and all functors will be 
localized away from 2, that is, tensored with E[1/2], unless otherwise indicated. 
In [17], Okonek related tom Dieck’s unitary, “stable” G-bordism groups [20] to 
equivariant K-theory when G is abelian. His results were recently generalized to all (compact 
Lie) groups by S. Costenoble [lo]. Since we are restricting to finite groups of odd order and 
have inverted the prime 2, the results of [lo], [17] are valid for the oriented, stable bordism 
groups as well. 
There are several ways to define the stable bordism groups, which we denote fi: (X). We 
first recall the definition from [63. Suppose V = W @ U is an equation of RG-modules. There 
is a natural homomorphism 
a:n;+,&,(X xDW,XxSW)+n~+,,,(XxDV,XxSV) 
which maps the class of (M,f),f: (M, dM) -+ (X x D W, X x SW), into (M x DU,f x id). 
Then 
(3.1) fi;(X) = lim_Q,G,,w,(X x DW, X x SW). 
Note by excision that 
By definition, 
for each RG-module W, and it is easily seen that Q:(X) satisfies Thorn isomorphism for 
oriented G vector bundles in general. 
The inclusion of Thorn spaces Mcr( W) into Mcr( W @ U) induces a map of spectra 
a:MSO(G; W-k)-+MSO(G; W@U-k-IVl) 
and with the help of these mappings we can give tom Dieck’s original homotopy theoretic 
definition of the stable bordism groups: 
6;(X) = li+[S”+n, X, A MSO(G; V- 1 VI)] 
There are corresponding cobordism groups which are related to the bordism groups by 
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equivariant S-duality. If X is a finite G-C W complex and 
E: SW-+ x, A DX, q:DXhX+ -SW 
is a pair of S-duality maps (cf. [21]) then 
(3.2) fit(X) = fifw,-,(0X, *), 
and homotopy theoretically 
fit(X) = lirn[X, MSO(G; W- 1 WI +n)-jG. 
Write fib(X) for the corresponding Z/2-graded groups, 
with similar notation for the bordism groups. The maps 6 in (1.11) factor over fif(X) and 
fik,( X), respectively, and define for X = pr an fi!-module structure on the representation ring 
RG. 
THEOREM 3.3. ([lo], [17]) There are isomorphisms 
6’ : L%(X) Bn,RG z KG(X), 8.: V(X) @fi!RG z K!(X) 
for each finite G-C W complex X. 
Note that the homology version follows from the cohomology version via S-duality. 
We want to prove a similar theorem with a!(X) replaced by n!(X). Our proof will be 
based upon equivariant stable transversality. The reader is referred to [13], [16], [22] for a 
detailed discussion of this concept. 
Let < be a G-vector bundle over the G-C W complex B and f: N -+ M < a G-map from a 
smooth G-manifold into its Thorn space. The fixed set NH need not be connected; we let 
dim Nf be the dimension of the component containing the point x E NH. For G-transversality 
one is interested in the connectivity of the map 
a: Epi,(T’N, i,) + Epi(T,NH, <,“) 
when x E NH, y E BH, where Epi,( ,) denotes the space of H-equivariant linear epimorphisms. 
The spaces are non-empty provided T,N contains tY as RH-modules, i.e. if 
for all irreducible RH-modules. Here (, )H the usual inner the 
complexified 
yF:‘,i; 1(x, T,N)H- (x, i,>H) 
where x varies over all non-trivial irreducible iWH-modules. 
The following stable transversality result is implicit in [16]. Its proof is based upon 
induction up the stratification, and is carried out in [12, 933. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose the pair (N, 5) satisfies the following conditions. For H s G and 
(x,y)~N~x BH, 
( i) dim T,NH 2 dim <,” > 0 
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(ii) dimhit-dim<: 5 Min ((x, TxN)H- (x, <,)H)+ 1 
I= i! 
Then any G-map f: N + .Vf< is G-homotopic to a map which is G-transverse ro B c Mt. 0 
Let U be a CG-module and P(U) its projective space of complex lines with the induced 
action of G. The stationary set is 
dimcz = I 
with P(O) = 0. Write y(U) for the tautological line bundle over P(U) and y(U)’ for its 
orthogonal complement. The tangent bundle is TP(U) = Hom(y(U), r(U)‘), so for 
XE P(U)G, say in the component corresponding to x, 
T,P(U)@C = Cd imc Hom,($, U)* Hom(z, IL) 
IL 
where $ runs over the irreducible CG-modules contained in U. We specialize to consider k 
copies of the regular representation, U,, = k. CG. Then 
for each XE P(U,)‘. 
T,P(U,)@C = k.CG 
COROLLARY 3.5. For any G-manifold M, and G vector bundle t the pair (M x ?(U,), i;) 
satisjies the conditions of (3.4) when k is suficiently large. 
Proof. All components of Pi have dimension 2(k - l), and for each stationary point 
x, and any non-trivial irreducible CG-module 1, 
(x, T, p(Uk))c = 2k dim,x 
Indeed, every x # !R comes from a CG-module # and CG contains both 9 and its complex 
conjugate $, each with multiplicity dim,+. It follows that 
Min (x, T, P(U,)),-dim P(U,)‘-r co 
X*R 
with k + 03. Finally, Res$U, = klG: HlCH, so the same argument applies at H-fixed sets. 
0 
PROPORTION 3.6. h:(X) &qRG z n”(X) &g RG. 
Proof. Let f: M 4 X, A Sy represent an element of a!(X). In view of (3.5) we can 
multiply M by a G-manifold Pi with sign, ( Pi) = 1 so that the pair (M x P,, V) satisfies the 
requirements of (3.4). Then fp,: M x IpI + M + X, A S ’ is G-homotopic to a map fi which 
is transverse to X; set N, = f; l(X). The resulting element [N,, fi] of Q!(X) depends on the 
choice of Pi, but if Pz is another choice then 
Thus the indeterminacy disappears in Q!(X) C&G RG and we get a well-defined homomorph- 
ism of Z/Z-graded groups 
h.‘(X) On! RG --* @(X) & RG 
which is inverse to the obvious homomorphism in the other direction. c 
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THEOREM 3.7. For any G-CWcomplex there is an exact sequence (away from 2) 
0 4 Ext,,(K!(X), RG) -* K G(X) -, Hom,c(Q!(X), RG) -, 0, 
natural in X. 
Proof. Since 
Horn,@!(X), RG) = Horn,,@!(X) an? RG, RG) 
the result follows from (2.11) and (3.3). q 
Since we are working over ?I[+] there is a similar result for orthogonal K-theory, namely 
an exact sequence 
(3.8) 0 + Ext,,,,,(KO!(X), RO(G)) + KOG(X) + Hom,c(R?(X), RO(G)) -+ 0 
where this time Q?(X) and KO’;(X) are Z/4- graded rather than Z/Z-graded. 
Throughout this section G has been a group of odd order, but versions of (3.7) can be 
proved also for even order groups. For example, one may replace the oriented bordism 
groups with bordism groups of unitary G-manifolds U:(X), cf. [18], and use the ordinary 
Thorn class 1, instead of our signature related one. One gets (3.7) integrally, but with U!(X) 
replacing n”(X). 
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